
Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Praise to the Man

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

I Am a Child of God

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Club
Popcorn Popping

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

We Thank Thee, O God, for a Prophet

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Silent Night

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Called to Serve

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Com, Come, Ye Saints

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

Love One Another

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

I Hope They  Call Me on a Mission

Humdinger

Humming or whistling
with no lyrics or gestures

“Give” Said the Little Stream

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: answer

First Vision

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Ring

Choose the Right

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Visitors

Temple Square

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Buried

Stone Box

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Miracle
Parting the Red Sea



Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Carrier

Camel

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Bible

Noah and the Ark

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: Future

Life after death

Cameo

Acting out silent clues---
like Charades

Hint: answer

First Vision

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Donny  Osmond

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Ammon

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Sariah   (Lehi's wife)

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Moses

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Esther

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Club
Steve Young

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Balaam    (his donkey talked to him
Numbers 22:23)

Copy Cat

Acting like a famous 
person. Mimic speech & 

actions; no names or places

Captain Moroni



Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes 
closed --- no peeking, 

talking, letters, or symbols.

Hint: Object

Shepherd's Staff

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes 
closed --- no peeking, 

talking, letters, or symbols.

Hint: Action 

Parting the Red Sea

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes 
closed --- no peeking, 

talking, letters, or symbols.

Hint: Event

Miracle of the Gulls

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes 
closed --- no peeking, 

talking, letters, or symbols.

Hint: Object

One of Jared's boats

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes closed 
--- no peeking, talking, 

letters, or symbols.

Hint: Action 

The Laying on of Hands

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes closed 
--- no peeking, talking, 

letters, or symbols.

Hint: Event

David Slaying Goliath

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes closed 
--- no peeking, talking, 

letters, or symbols.

Hint: Object
Club

Harp

Sensosketch

Draw clues with eyes closed 
--- no peeking, talking, 

letters, or symbols.

Hint: Action 

Jonah swallowed by a whale

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Thing

Liahona

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Person

Captain Moroni

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Animal

Lamb

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Thing

Scroll



Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Person

Moses

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Animal

Camel

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Thing

Rainbow

Sculptorades

Sculpt the subject in clay 
with no talking or gestures

Hint: Thing

Helmet

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Thing

Ark

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Action

Praying

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Expression

Baptism by immersion

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Thing

Menorah

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Action

Descend

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Expression

Reading the scriptures

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Thing
Club

Dead Sea Scrolls

Cloodle

Draw clue with no talking, 
letters, or symbols. 

Hint: Expression

The Iron Rod



Blankout - 1

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Sealed

_ o _ _ e _
_ _ a _ e _

Blankout - 2

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Discourse

_ e _ _ o n
_ _   _ _ e
_ o u _ _

Blankout - 3

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Instrument

_ _ i _     _ _ _
_ _ u _ _ i _

Blankout - 4

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Flag

_ a _ _ a _ n
_ o _ o _ _

Blankout - 5

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: 4 of a kind

_  _  _      _ o _ s 
o _     _ o _i a _

Blankout - 6

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Treats

_ a _ i _ _ 
_ o _ e

_ _ e _ i _ _

Blankout - 7

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Military

_ o _ _ o n
_ a _ t _ _ _ o _

Blankout - 8

Complete the puzzle by 
filling in the blanks.

Hint: Quote

_ _ i _       i _
_ _ e       _ _ a _ e

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Cumorah

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Brigham

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Liahona

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Rameuptom



gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Celestial

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Cockatrice

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Damascus

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try 
without writing it down. I will 

read the word to the speller then 
start the timer.

Gethsemane

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try without 
writing it down. I will read the 

word to the speller then start the 
timer.

Inheritance

gnilleps
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

backwards on the first try without 
writing it down. I will read the 

word to the speller then start the 
timer.

Jeremiah

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below on 

the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Zarahemla

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below on 

the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Mount Sinai

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Cherubim

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Armagedon

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Melchizedek

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Tabernacle



Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Synagogue

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Disciple

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Methusalah

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below 

on the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Teancum

Spellbound
Read by an opposing

team member

Choose a teammate who can 
correctly spell the word below on 

the first try without writing it 
down. I will read the word to the 

speller then start the timer.

Nebuchadnezzar

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Cephas
a) river
b) stone
c) cedar tree
d) metal vase

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Charger
a)  plate
b)  curved piece of wood
c)  first horse into battle
d)  wine vessel

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Pisgah
a)  particle
b)  half a shekel
c)  hill in Moab
d)  Hebrew bread

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Goad
a)  ax handle
b)  circle of stones
c)  to be left for the poor
d)  stick with sharp metal point

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Beryl
a)  cave
b)  small yellow fig
c)  pale green precious stone
d)  bitter herb

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Bruit
a)  report or rumor
b)  shield
c)  candlestick
d)  large harp

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Codex

a)  manuscript of ancient text
b)  scrolls
c)  table of currency
d)  inventory of weapons



Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Scrip 
a)  money purse
b)  small wooden box
c)  bag used for carrying food
d)  part for a loom

Lexicon

Your team must determine 
the correct definition of the 

word below. 

Tabret
a)  poisonous weed
b)  tambourine
c)  wood used for furniture
d)  headdress

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: place

the meb leh

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: genealogy

slaps brats

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: process

vens frogies

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: Alter

great name railer

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: future

grapes a birch install

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: message

sore gotch hite

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: reward

press ducity cut

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: imported

kenrin  fances 

Zelpuz

Rearrange all the letters to 
find the answer.

Hint: sin

cousin is slaves

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

-----------------------
Ezekiel was Adam's 

grandson.



Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

-------------------------
Lepers were compelled to 

shave their head.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

---------------------
One of the bitter herbs 
eaten at Passover was 

mustard greens.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

------------------------
A carbuncle is a precious
 stone of bright blue color.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

----------------------
Enos is the son of Seth.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

--------------------------
A “helve” is the
handle of a rake.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

---------------------------
Jochebed is the

mother of Moses.

Polygraph

Your team must determine 
if the statement is true or 
false. I will read the the 

statement, pass the card to 
you , then start the timer.

-------------------
Hagiographa is a Greek 
word meaning “sacred 

writings”.

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then 
start the timer.

How many books
are in the Bible?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then start 
the timer.

Which book in the
Book of Mormon

first mentions angels?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then start 
the timer.

Gopher wood is thought to 
be from what kind of tree?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then start 
the timer.

Where was Emma
Hale's home?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then start 
the timer.

Who was the first church 
president to speak on the 

radio?



Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. 

I will read the question, 
pass the card to the you, 

then start the timer.

What was the first Latter-
Day Saint Publication?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. 

I will read the question, 
pass the card to the you, 

then start the timer.

What was the original 
name of Nauvoo?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then start 
the timer.

What is the tenth 
commandment?

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 

will read the question, pass the 
card to the you, then start the 

timer.

Who waited at the foot of 
the Hill Cumorah as

Joseph Smith received
the gold plates? 

Factoid

Your team must correctly 
answer the question below. I 
will read the question, pass 

the card to the you, then 
start the timer.

On what date was
Joseph Smith killed?

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly answer 
the multiple-choice question 

below. I will read the question 
and choices, pass the card to you, 

then start the timer.

What is the first wind instrument 
mentioned in the Bible?

a. flute     b. trump
c. organ     d. pipe

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly answer 
the multiple-choice question 

below. I will read the question 
and choices, pass the card to you, 

then start the timer.

What is the approximate
weight of a “talent”?

a. 33.5 lbs.     b. 75.6 lbs.
c. 10 lbs.     d. 51.3 lbs.

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly answer 
the multiple-choice question 

below. I will read the question 
and choices, pass the card to you, 

then start the timer.

What is the name of a rowing boat 
with a low deck?

a. galley     b. felloes
c. laver     d. zif

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

How much was the tax King 
Noah placed on his people?

a. 1/4     b. 1/5
c. 1/10     d. 1/2

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

In what book can you read about 
the 3 kingdoms of glory?

a. Galantians     b. 3 Nephi
c. 1 Corinthians     d. D&C 130

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

What member of Peter's family 
did Christ heal?

a. Aunt     b. Brother-in-law
c. sister     d. mother-in-law

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

Brigham Young was
born in what state?

a. Vermont     b. New York
c. Massachusetts     d. Maine



Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

How many gifts of the
spirit are spoken of in the 

7th Articles of Faith?
a. five     b. six

c. seven     d. four

Selectaquest

Your team must correctly 
answer the multiple-choice 

question below. I will read the 
question and choices, pass the 

card to you, then start the timer.

How many Elders constitute a 
full quorum in our church?

a. 12     b. 144
c. 96     d. 72


